
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE RAMBLERS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The aims and objectives of  the Ramblers Association include “the protection and
enhancement to the benefit of the public of the beauty of the countryside”.
The goal is two-fold: to enhance the countryside by supporting positive sustainable
projects  and  to  protect it  by  opposing  potentially  intrusive  or  damaging
developments and plans. Ramblers are interested not merely in footpaths but also in
landscape through which we walk and the sites to which we walk.

Our interest comes under several defined headings:
 Planning including planning applications

 Breaches of planning controls

 Local development plans

 Strategic developments – such as fracking; transport developments; mineral
extraction;  housing  developments;  industrialisation  of  rural  areas  Environmental
issues such as changes to land use; conservation of wildlife; public access.

The Ramblers also has specific national policies on renewable energy: wind farms,
solar panels. In general we are NOT opposed to such schemes as long as they are
not  unduly  obtrusive,  in  an  inappropriate  place  and  not  blocking  a  right  of  way.
NOTE: A wind turbine innocently sitting in the middle of an ordinary field whose only
sin is slightly spoiling your view is NOT a matter of concern to The Ramblers!

Nottinghamshire
Nottinghamshire has a number of specific environmental issues of general interest to
Ramblers (203)

Gravel Pits
Since the ending of coal mining the most obvious mineral extraction in Notts is of
gravel. There is lots of it in Notts and it is a useful and important mineral. It tends to
be found in the Trent floodplain and it is inevitable that there will be gravel pits. The
important factors in any particular proposed development are: is this particular pit
valid in terms of sustainability; what are they going to do with it when it is finished?

Gravel Pits before            Gravel Pits after?
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HS2

The Ramblers have a specific policy on HSE2. With the proposed HS2 route
zooming up the Erewash Valley our interest is in maintaining those rights of
way  affected  and  ensuring  we  can  still  cross  the  railway  both  during
construction and afterwards.

Fast trains                                                        Lost footbridges?

Green Belt Encroachment

People  need  affordable  houses.  But  do  they  need  them  on  local  beauty
spots?  Should  they  be  on  flood  plains?  What  is  wrong  with  building  on
“brownfield” sites? Changes in planning regulations mean that “it is no longer
incumbent on developers to “robustly justify” why full compliance with policy
requirements is not viable or feasible”. 

Lovely Countryside                                                    Great houses?

                                

Once there was coal
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Not so long ago a walk in many parts of  Nottingham would have brought
existing  or  disused  spoil  heaps  into  view.  Now,  we  have  country  parks,
relandscaped hills, and pleasant walks. The highest point in Nottinghamshire
was once a coal mine!

Now there is Fracking

The single major environmental issue in Notts is the development of fracking.
Licences  have  been  issued  for  large  parts  of  the  Country,  test  drilling  is
happening and it seems inevitable that there will  be active sites. Whatever
your personal views there are a number of certainties: it is environmentally
damaging; it is at best a short term fix for energy shortage; it is a fossil fuel. 

WHAT CAN WE DO?

 Lodge comments in Council consultations
 Place objective objectives citing breaches of County policies (eg 

healthy living goals, sustainability assessments
 Support and endorse campaigns
 Make public statements
 Work with other agencies

JIM NORRIS
AREA VICE-CHAIR

AREA COUNTRYSIDE OFFICER
countryside@nottsarearamblers.org.uk
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